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A Casey Research Investment Bulletin
After spending countless hours analyzing hundreds of
exploration companies from around the world, the Casey
Research Energy Team has uncovered...

The 5 Must-Own
Energy Stocks
for 2011
Our analysts believe these stocks will richly reward early
investors, and for the next 72 hours you can get a FREE
special report that reveals all five – and the exhaustive
research behind each selection.
This short letter from the Casey Energy Team
has all the details...
Dear Serious Investor,
Wouldn’t it be great if you could turn back the clock to the year 2000 and
invest in gold?
Obviously you can’t, but you can do the next best thing – get positioned in

energy now.
Energy is the new gold. It’s where gold
was in 2000 – unloved by investors,
underappreciated by Wall Street, and
primed for stunning profits. Buy energy
stocks with the “right stuff” and you
can ride them to consistent gains that
we believe will last for years.

-

Get

The 5 Must-Own
Energy Stocks
for 2011
and big savings on

Casey Energy
Report

But this isn’t a ride for the faint of
heart. Volatility is the name of the
game here, so if you’re to reap
maximum gains, you can’t panic every
time prices drop. And – as with gold – prices will drop from time to time in
energy stocks (especially when oil drops suddenly).

Now!

That’s why so many investors shun the energy complex – they don’t have the
guts to ride out the turbulence.
This all-too-common tendency is the main reason you now have a rare
opportunity for historic profits in energy (as you know, the real money in
any sector is made by striking when everyone else is afraid – that’s how
Warren Buffett, George Soros, T. Boone Pickens, and many other
investment legends made their billions).

How We Find Winning
Energy Companies
It’s all a matter of asking simple questions – but while the questions are
simple, getting the answers is anything but.
You have to find out if the company’s people are true leaders with
connections and a track record of making money. You need to know if their
projects hold promise – you can’t just take their press releases at face value.

You also need to determine if a company has the cash – or access to
adequate financing – to move its business plan forward.
Getting the answers to these and other vital questions is what we do – day
in, day out.
To uncover the few investment-worthy energy stocks out there, we put
hundreds of companies from around the world under the microscope,
searching for hidden indicators that tip us off to under-the-radar profit
opportunities that elude most analysts.
That’s how we found the five energy stocks I mentioned earlier...

A Rundown of 5 “Must-Have”
Energy Stocks for Your Portfolio
Investing in these companies now – before the masses get wind of them – is
the single best way to position yourself for the outstanding energy sector
profits that we’re convinced are right around the corner.
Let me tell you a little about these outstanding opportunities...
This is a brand-new junior explorer that’s taking state-ofthe-art drilling and exploration techniques to emerging
areas with substantial oil and gas reserves (the great thing about this
company is, it’s also got oil- and gas-producing properties in North Africa,
the Middle East, Canada, and Romania).
Stock #1:

Here’s an outfit that owns no properties – instead it funds
junior energy explorers in exchange for a cut of the action at
a fixed price (a great strategy that lowers risk because the company isn’t
affected by production cost increases or capital expenditures).
Stock #2:

Stock #3:

This Canadian small-cap has a proven record of finding oil
and gas deposits... and right now it’s actually trading below

the cash value of its bank account! And one of its major investors is Rick
Rule, a legend who has administered over US$1 billion in assets for his
clients (when he takes a major position, we take notice).
Thanks to this large-cap explorer, countries like the U.S.,
China, and Japan are accessing oil from underexplored
regions unhindered by shaky regimes. And because of this company’s size, it
carries less risk than a lot of natural resource explorers – yet has substantial
upside.
Stock #4:

Our fifth pick is an outfit primed to take advantage of the
boom in green energy. It’s involved in solar, geothermal, and
run-of-river hydropower, giving it a toehold in the three most important
facets of alternative energy.
Stock #5:

How to Get These 5 Energy
Stock Picks for Free
You’ll find these picks in our new report, The Five Must-Own Energy
Stocks for 2011, along with the methodology of how we culled these jewels
from the mountain of other companies that didn’t make the grade.
All you have to do to get this report is take our monthly energy advisory
service – Casey Energy Report – for a three-month test-drive.
And don’t worry – you risk nothing by taking us up on this offer. If you
decide it isn’t for you during those three months, you can cancel your
subscription for a full refund (and you can keep The Five Must-Own
Energy Stocks for 2011, with our compliments).
Casey Energy Report features straightforward, no-nonsense advice on
energy sector investing, along with the best small-cap stock
recommendations.
These recommendations are the result of exhaustive research and in-depth

analysis by Casey Research Chief Energy Strategist Marin Katusa, who leads
our team of energy experts.
You may well have seen Marin on television – he’s been interviewed by
CNN, CNBC, and nearly every other financial network (when he talks about
energy investing, the smart money listens).
Marin spends over 300 days a year scouring the globe to find the best
energy-sector investments. During his travels, he meets with government
officials, geologists, and CEOs. He asks them tough questions to determine
whether the companies he’s visiting are worthy of recommending to Casey
Energy Report subscribers.

Here’s What You Get in Every Issue
of Casey Energy Report
Each issue features up-and-coming small-caps ripe to double or triple your
investment within a year. Here’s a taste of three current recommendations
(through April 21, 2011):
An oil exploration company focusing on African properties – up 70.9%
in just over 10 months
A junior uranium company with multiple projects in Canada – up
45.3% in 1 year
A uranium producer with a diversified portfolio of properties in North
America, China, and Africa – up 129% in just over 2 years
But Casey Energy Report is more than just stock picks. You also get...
A special feature that deals with important energy topics
Monthly examinations of energy-based commodities including oil,
natural gas, coal, and uranium
The latest developments in the world of green energy, including runof-river hydro, solar, and geothermal power
Detailed quarterly updates of all of our recommended companies

Online access to valuable archives
Access to Casey Research’s members-only website, where you’ll find a
resource directory, our “Knowledge Base,” and special reports on
investment strategies
PLUS... a complimentary subscription to Casey Energy
Opportunities, our monthly newsletter focusing on outstanding
mid- and large-cap energy companies (a $79 value)

Save 50% Off Our Regular Rate
For the next 72 hours, you can get all this for only $498 – that’s a 50%
savings off our regular rate of $995.
As soon as you place your order, you’ll get The Five Must-Own Energy
Stocks for 2011, which will put you in the perfect position to profit from
the about-to-explode energy sector.
The Five Must-Own Energy Stocks for 2011 also includes the step-bystep process we use to pick winning energy companies (which will help you
evaluate any resource company).
Don’t forget, your subscription to Casey Energy Report is covered with a
risk-free money-back guarantee for three full months (and after three
months, you can get a prorated refund for all unused issues).
And even if you request a refund, you still get to keep – and profit from –
The Five Must-Own Energy Stocks for 2011.
So don’t wait – click here now to get these five energy picks while they’re
still flying under the radar.
You may never get another chance to maneuver ahead of the crowd on a
profit opportunity like this.
To your financial health,

The Casey Research Energy Team
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